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Effectiveness in Reaching and Disciplining Second Halfers
An Essay by Bob Chism

As the Church is asking questions about its effectiveness in reaching and disciplining
teens and young adults, there is a growing realization that it isn’t just about youth,

Ward Tanneberg President/Executive Director CASA Network.

Life expectancy increased by 30 years between 1900 and 2000. In his book, The Third
Age, Dr William Sadler calls this a 30 year bonus. The new life course has the following
frame work with each age having 20-25 years in a given life span and the particular
focus outlined below:

Age Stage Focus
0-25 Preparation The first age is a time for growing up.
26-50   Achievement     The second age is a time of establishment.
51-75   Fulfillment The third age is a time of a more caring life.
76-up Completion The fourth age is a time of integration.*

* Polishing off, coming to terms with life, acceptance of eternity

The third and fourth age is where second halfers will spend the rest of their lives.
According to Third Age Partners, the third age challenge lies in the response-ability to
give back, to find the best way to contribute our money, talent, and time to address the
needs of community and world. The four age is the last stage of earthly life. It allows us
to review and revel in the fullness of our lives with no regrets and prepare for eternity.
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The time is a continuation of awareness and acceptance of our mortality. It is a time of
peace joy and surrender to the GREAT I AM. All of life is preparation and a prelude to
this stage of life.

There are two arenas for second half ministry: (1) "by" and "with" and (2) "to" and
“among” second halfers in meaningful work.

The former involves gifted volunteers working together with gifted pastors with
individuals who are

Won’t-Go (Unchurched-Able) The number in this category has soared to 82 Million.
This is the largest domestic missional opportunity in our nation’s history.

They can, but choose not to be involved

The task is to discover their motivational blockage

Creative thinking and training can evangelize this group

Go-Go (Independent-Able)

The largest portion in the church

They’ll either be going into Kingdom work or in secular work or personal goals

They can be challenged to pursue Kingdom goals and objectives

Slow-Go (Transition-Able)

They can do anything, slower

Health, economics, family commitments may slow them down

Kingdom work through the church’s ministry can be adjusted to allow
participation

The latter involves gifted volunteers working together with gifted pastors with
individuals who are

Can’t-Go (Dependent-Able)

Physical, economic, or family may prevent active engagement in Kingdom work

They want to be a part of the church’s ministry

Creative planning can enable them to make contributions according to their
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available physical, emotional and relational resources

Based on seven years of research, the following growth strategies are recommended
for second halfers and Church leaders:

Second Halfers

Prepare for the second half
Practice stewardship and service

Volunteer and work alongside gifted pastors
Be a second half unchurched evangelist

Develop a benevolent and generous lifestyle
Be an intergenerational personal service mentor
Help themselves and others finish extremely well

Church Leaders

Commit to a self-study learning experience about the ageing process (body,
mind and spirit) Examples of available independent online and Church

sponsored curriculum include: Certification in Aging Ministry, a Certification
in Gerontology and Second Half Ministry Reading programs.

Establish gifted volunteers working alongside gifted pastors on second half
ministry (“to” and “among”; and “by” and “with”) together

Add second halfer service and expand small group relationship building opportunities
with the unchurched to address issues that affect people in the second half of life:

Addictive behavior
Ageless evangelism

Benevolent and generous lifestyle
(Estate planning, Family budgeting and Legacy planning)

Death and Dying
Grandparenting

Grief share
Intergenerational mentoring

Military family support
Positive longevity attitude
Second half preparation

Stewardship
Wellness

(Communication, Fall prevention, Mental, Nutritional
Physical, Sexuality, Sleep, Social and Spiritual)

Create new positions (volunteer, part-time, and non-pastor):

Development ministry
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Estate and planned-gift design service
Church foundation

Second halfer ministry
Volunteer management

(recruitment, development, placement)
Wellness ministry

Establish a system (Encore Groups) to have meaningful contact with those leaving
fulltime employment and six months thereafter.

Take Away Points

Commitment to Second Half Ministry Training

Cultivation of a ‘We Serve’ Culture

Early Second Half Preparation

New Beginnings Nurturing

Effective Disciple Making

“Do all the good you can
By all the means you can
In all the ways you can

In all the places you can
At all times you can

To all people you can
For as long as you can.”

—John Wesley


